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Chapter 281 I Belong to the Part Melissa Deserves? 

Zelda quickly lowered her head, not daring to look into Allen's eyes. Anyone who looked into Allen's 

eyes would feel pressured. 

"I think it might be related to the Skywings recently sending people to contact her. Melissa is the most 

powerful artiste in the Dahua. In order to thank the company for taking care of her for so many years, 

she has been rejecting the Skyings. But... she has just returned to the country, Arya's fans are attacking 

her online." 

"Director Jones, I am standing here today as Melissa's manager. I formally propose to you. Please be 

fair!" 

"What are you trying to say?" Allen had lost his patience. 

"If Director Jones wants to be the manager of an artiste, why didn’t he consider Melissa?" Zelda asked. 

"The Skywings offered very good conditions to Melissa, and she gradually wavered. She met the person 

in charge of Skywings in a foreign hotel last week." 

"I think Dahua should not let Melissa leave in grief..." 

"Also, don't let her be ostracized and bullied by a trash actress after returning to the country..." 

Allen closed the document and stood up with an incomparably cold expression. When he saw the 

thread, he already thought of some suspicious candidates. When Zelda requested to see him, he already 

had some expectations. But after he really heard it, he still felt that it was quite interesting. 

An actor who was not good at acting? 

Pushing her out? 

She was talking about Allen Jones's wife! 

"If I do as you said, I will be Melissa's manager. What about you?” Allen frowned and asked, "So you can 

be so great that you can give up your career for the star path of an artist..." 

"I have been with Melissa for so many years. I sincerely hope that she can develop better and obtain 

everything she deserves!" 

"So, in your opinion, I belong to the part Melissa deserves?" 

"Yes!" 

Allen was silent. He looked at Zelda and his voice was extremely cold, "You are indeed not suitable to be 

her manager." 

pressed the phone button on the internal line. "Let Melissa come in to deal with her 

going on? Could Melissa have heard what she said? She turned around in a panic. The person she was 

looking forward to was not 



Melissa put on a fur coat and walked into the office. After greeting Allen, she walked directly in front of 

have I seen the 

good conditions did Skywings give 

just a bit 

would give yourself away. Let me tell you. With my current status, there are many people who want to 

be my manager, but you actually took the initiative to give up your position. 

nervous that she could not say 

did not pay attention to her anymore. Instead, she said to Allen, "Thank you 

her behind. I still have something to say." Allen's tone 

to ask, but when she heard Allen 

completely collapsed at this moment. She lowered her head and began to cry softly, 

other than Arya, all other women had nothing to 

not know where you are wrong. Raise your 

shouted, "In this 

Jones, I was 

Heh, describe 

recalled the few words 

you 

"I..." 

don't know what benefits the Skywings has given you to make you have the guts to play tricks in front of 

me. Today's matter is not over. Although you are not suitable, you are 

and shook her head, "No, Director Jones, Melissa will kill 

mention Arya’s name, you are destined 

… 

felt that Allen would arrange a new manager for her. According to Allen's style of doing things, Zelda 

Zelda walked in front of her in a 

you 

threatening manner. She wished that 

said he wants me 



Melissa's face immediately changed. 

Chapter 282 Attend as My Manager or as President of Dahua 

"How come I didn't realize you were so cruel..." 

Allen lowered his head slightly and looked at the person in his arms. He said, "Do you think I didn't 

handle it properly?" 

Arya shook her head and kissed his lips. "No, I support your decision." 

Allen let go of her waist in satisfaction and went to change into his room clothes. In the kitchen, Arya 

poured soup and revealed a calm smile. 

She had already heard the story of this matter from Raul. 

Raul’s original words were, "Because Zelda said bad things about you in the office, she was dealt with 

like this. Looks like we really have to be careful in the future!" 

Allen did not tell her, just to protect her. 

After Arya put herself in his shoes and thought about it, other than supporting him, there was no other 

answer. If it was her, she would do the same. If someone slandered Allen like this, her reaction would be 

even more intense than his. 

Perhaps in other people's opinion, Allen protecting her so openly was not a good thing. It would also 

bring a lot of trouble to Arya. 

She was very clear on this point. 

But she still liked the feeling of being pampered and protected by him. 

Arya suddenly thought with emotion, if one day her relationship with Allen deteriorated, would she be 

able to bear that kind of blow? 

"What are you thinking about?" Allen could tell at a glance that something was going on in her heart. His 

heart was always worried about her. 

"I was wondering if you would still dote on me like this if we were old. Would I still be so reliant on 

you..." Relationship was really hard to say. With the passing of time and the passing of age, what would 

happen to their relationship? 

After Allen heard her words, he fell silent. He could not give any answer. 

"I can't give you the answer to this kind of hypothetical question." 

first." Arya was about to pick up chopsticks on the table when she was picked up by 

This man was 

there is a 

his arms. Her eyes were full of determination and emotion. She looked at Allen seriously, "I am the 

same. I will use my life to 



held tightly by Allen in the bedroom. After which, they 

wanted to become the one who loved each other more. The atmosphere in the bedroom was filled with 

a 

deal with 

so lovey-dovey with you, I 

shyly pushed his shoulder, "You have 

a simple shower and returned to the restaurant 

became gentle. At night, Allen sat on the sofa and read 

rid of the normal activities, but in 

what about you?" Arya 

"Me?" 

manager or as President of Dahua?" Arya blinked and asked 

know." Allen rubbed her hair. He knew her and knew she did not like that kind of occasion. So he said, 

"If you 

head and smiled, "Because that is 

to do with whether she 

like to see 

in Arya's eyes when she said this. He 

the most is being relied on by the woman they love. 

and Arya would be the focal point of that night. Similarly, the competition between Arya and Melissa 

same stage after Arya entered the Dahua and Melissa 

attitude towards this matter was even more low-key and 

the country, her work arrangements and schedule were all 

always people who wanted 

with votes. There was no gossip forum to look for dirt. It had nothing to do with Zelda's manipulation. It 

Chapter 283 A Star Hit A Person 

Serena's eyes became moist, "I need to go to the washroom." 

Just as she closed the door, she heard people talking beside the washroom. 

"I saw Serena and Arya in the private room outside. The two of them chatted and drank coffee together. 

They really are like good friends." 



"It's all hype! How can there be any true feelings in this circle? One is a woman who has been played by 

a scumbag man, and the other is a movie star who relies on her body to rise. They are all cheap." 

"I think so too. What's so good about that Arya? Why should President of Dahua help her out and 

become her manager? What lovers are they? If it wasn't because she is good in bed, would those men 

support her?" 

Say less. I heard that Melissa had always disliked Arya after returning to the country. Just wait and see. 

Arya will not be able to get up very soon." 

Bang. 

Serena directly kicked open the door and said to the three people, "What are you guys talking about?" 

They entered the washroom after Serena and did not know that there was still someone inside. 

Furthermore, it was Serena! 

"Say it. Didn't you say that you were very happy just now?" Serena took two steps forward and closed in 

on them. 

They were caught by Serena and had nothing to say. Thinking that Serena was a celebrity, they 

immediately pulled their necks and shouted, "Serena hit people!" 

Very quickly, the people in the coffee shop were attracted over and surrounded them to watch the 

show. Some people took out their phones and took pictures of Serena. 

After Arya heard the shout, she quickly brought Luna over and prepared to take Serena away first. 

leave just like that. She looked at the three people and sneered, "You guys said that I 

that, she walked over and gave each of them 

The scene instantly exploded... 

immediately used her back to block Serena. "Let's go 

want to let the three of them know that they have to pay a price for gossiping behind their backs. They 

can arrogantly comment on me, on the premise that they are doing better 

only angry for herself but also because Arya was 

aside 

three women immediately cried and argued, saying things like big stars hitting people in public and so 

on. Luna quickly brought them out 

at them, "Don't let me see you guys again 

impulsive person. How 

the nanny car and sighed, "What exactly 

Don't worry. I can handle it at this 



she was thinking. "Did they say something just now? I don't care about 

are so smug. Anyway, I am going 

fuss, the 

smiled. "That's good. I have wanted to create trouble for 

happens, you must win against Melissa. Especially this anniversary celebration. I don't want to 

was very envious of Serena's attitude. She could do whatever she wanted. She did not care about the 

views and evaluation of the outside world. It was enough as long as she made it clear what kind of 

"Okay, I promise you." 

only avoided Melissa, not afraid 

fans." Serena looked out the window and said, "No matter what you think, you have already been forced 

to fight with Melissa. Only if you win will you 

had seen through many things. Although she had just beaten someone on impulse, she was confident 

that she could settle 

make a 

Chapter 284 Raul Has A Son 

"I'm already planning to quit." Serena pouted, "I can't help Arya a few times. Of course I have to seize 

this opportunity." 

"What?" Raul never thought Serena would have such plans. He thought she would act until she was 

eighty years old. He was a little shocked. "Why?" 

Serena leaned on the sofa and said naturally, "I'm not young anymore. I have to have a family and have 

children..." 

Raul suddenly became silent. It was as if he never knew Serena. He turned his head and lowered his 

voice, "Who else have you told this idea? Have you told Director Jones?” 

"Not yet. Wait until this matter is over. I will find a suitable opportunity to speak." 

"What about after leaving?" Raul asked. 

"Well, find someone I like, fall in love, get married, and be a housewife! Such an ordinary life seems a 

little difficult for me." 

Raul just looked at her blankly, his heart in chaos. 

She was not just a dazzling big star on the screen, but also just an ordinary woman. Even if she looked 

noble and cold, she just wanted to find someone to live a peaceful life. 

After experiencing that unbearable feeling, Raul realized that Serena was really much simpler than they 

had imagined. She could accept the cruelty of fate without saying a word and face it calmly. 



When he walked out of Serena's apartment, Raul felt that the sunlight today was very dazzling. 

He reached out his hand to block it. The expression on his face was no longer as frivolous as before. He 

seemed to be a little reluctant to part with her. If Serena left the entertainment circle, who else could 

his gaze follow in the future? 

In order to resolve this matter, he directly drove to see those women. As expected, he was stopped. 

"I came just to tell them that the Dahua will really sacrifice everything to protect the artistes under their 

banner. Therefore, for their own reputation, taking a step back is the best choice." 

He waited at the door for a long time and only managed to get a reply that he reluctantly agreed to. 

with exaggerated gauze. She sneered and said, "I don't care about the compensation. I want Serena to 

apologize to me! As for 

the 

protect Serena 

told Arya, "Raul is indeed very powerful. He can settle the other party in this 

like she really needed to learn more 

of this matter. He has already fallen 

this the first time or he has 

could be used to pay such a price to 

done. He definitely will not 

to herself, "Why do 

show any signs 

thought aside for the time being. After all, as an Artist Director, it was understandable 

if you have time, go and see 

as simple as it seemed. If she was Melissa, would she give 

the best excuse to start a 

took out her phone. She directly dialed Martin's number. Arya 

situation. Martin was a good person. If they could fix 

naturally took care of the work at 

opened the door. It was a little boy who was four or five years 

Martin and turned back 

Dad? 



Raul walking out of the kitchen in an apron. He looked tired and pale. It seemed that 

the little boy sat to the side and played with himself. He coughed and said, "The CEO and 

he could not hide 

the company to know that you have 

want to expose 

Chapter 285 Serena Was Beaten 

"I'll take care of you!" Serena ignored him and took out the medicine and ice bag she brought. 

She pushed Raul onto the sofa and used the ice bag to cool him down. 

Because he had been busy all day and night, Raul could not take it anymore. Seeing Serena busy back 

and forth at home, he fell asleep in a daze. 

In his sleep, he kept reading a woman's name. 

"Lauren..." 

Serena thought that this was probably the child's mother's name. 

She did not know why that woman left the father and son, but it looked like Raul was in great pain. 

Serena looked at him sleeping like this and even cried. 

Serena took care of him for more than two hours and cleaned up the house again. After confirming that 

his fever had subsided, she left. 

... 

The storm of beating people had not subsided yet and the news that Serena stayed in the Dahua's Artist 

Director Apartments came suddenly. Rumors of their close relationship were spread everywhere. 

Raul had just recovered a little strength when he was shocked by this news. 

He did not expect that this matter would be written like this by the reporters! 

Melissa originally wanted to use the influence of the beating to let Arya figure out the situation. But 

before she could do anything, the direction of public opinion completely changed and even dragged Raul 

into it. 

Dahua released some other news to divert the attention of the outside world. 

So even if Melissa wanted to do something, there was no way she could do it. The only thing she could 

use was the Dahua's anniversary banquet! 

Because that night, she was destined to appear on the same stage as Arya. At that time, they would 

have to rely on their own abilities. 

As long as Arya made a mistake, it would cause quite a commotion... 



to begin and Luna nervously helped Arya pick out the dress and accessories. However, she discovered 

that Arya did not 

who has signed a contract with the Dahua for many years. She looks pretty and her figure is also very 

outstanding. With her position in the Dahua, if you 

tried the dress on her body 

the boss will definitely go 

his reasons when he makes any decisions. 

head drooped and she asked curiously. "What if he really chose to help 

the past few days, Melissa has been playing more tricks. If it wasn't for 

Actors of her 

small actions were 

were talking, Martin's phone 

there any special 

She had not heard Martin's cold voice for a long 

personal dressing room, Luna turned 

The news is 

immediately thought of that 

someone did it on purpose. Although we can't find out the exact identity of the suspect, according to 

the 

Arya's expression immediately changed. 

Melissa stepped on 

only wanted to teach Serena a lesson, she also wanted to warn Arya to let Arya understand that in the 

became Arya's manager, it could 

about this matter." Martin said 

hated the artists of Dahua playing tricks on each other, especially when it came to internal conflicts. This 

time, he would not let 

more worried about Serena’s 

protect their reputation Serena is temporarily at home and is taken care of by her 

about her injury? She 

more worried. She immediately dialed 



phone, he comforted Arya’s mood, "Don't worry. The matter is being dealt with. 

see her." Arya calmed down 

I still have some work to take care of. I'll come back later 

"I'll wait for you." 

Chapter 286 Do Not Want to See Her Cry 

The reporters downstairs dispersed in twos and threes. They didn't dare to offend Allen at this moment. 

Arya knocked on the door. When she heard Serena's manager's question, she replied, "I am Arya.” 

The manager immediately opened the door. When she saw Allen was also there, she was obviously 

surprised. Luna noticed that her eyes were red. Clearly, she had just cried. Under Arya’s gaze, she took 

her to the washroom first. 

Serena was in the bedroom. Allen and Martin were in the living room. Arya went in alone. 

When Arya pushed the door open, she saw that her face was full of injuries. From her forehead to the 

entire left side of her face, there were not only bruises but also bloodstains. They wanted to disfigure 

her face! 

But under such circumstances, Serena actually still had a smile on her face. 

"You..." Arya's eyes turned red and she hurriedly ran over. She looked at her nervously and her voice 

was trembling, "I already told you long ago. Don't be so impulsive. Why don't you listen!” 

"I'm not dead yet. What are you crying for?!" 

Serena weakly raised her hand and hugged Arya. 

Hearing the crying coming from the room, Allen and Martin walked over together and stood at the door. 

He said to Arya, "Take your time. I have something to say to Serena.” 

Arya did not understand what he meant, but when she turned around and saw Allen's comforting eyes, 

she got up and walked out of the bedroom. 

Serena saw Allen walk in and nervously dodged. She wanted to stand up but was stopped by him. 

"I just want to say a few words. You don't need to move." 

"What do you want to say?” 

Allen released a very cold aura, "Arya is very worried about you, but I want you to know that this is the 

last time." 

want you to make such a sacrifice to make 

aggravated. If Director Jones does 

"I cannot hurt Arya for the balance of the company. The multiple choice question between her and 

Melissa is not valid at all. So take good care 



Serena was stunned. 

treat yourself well. This is truly for her 

room. He 

guess what he would say to Serena but she did not 

"Okay." 

word and took Arya 

back, Arya looked at the street and asked, "When did Raul 

married. The company's personnel report says that he is not married. As for the matter of him having a 

child, I am not sure. Do 

head. She just remembered to 

care of yourself. Don't worry about other people's matters!" Allen 

many things to worry about as you do." Arya rubbed her head against his chest. Ever since she became 

her manager, everything about her could 

good to her. It was her luck that such an outstanding man was willing to do these small 

accompany you to do the styling tomorrow afternoon. The new dress will be delivered to the house 

dress Luna chose for Arya, he directly rejected it. Then, he especially asked someone to make a new 

dress. He looked down on 

Allen cared about 

could be 

long as Allen approved 

... 

Serena first received a call 

trouble. 

laughed and pain spread along her face, "I am not dead yet. You do 

got someone to do it. I hope you can learn from this lesson and be a good star. 

breath, "Who gave you the 

my trump card. You and I have a higher position in Dahua. You should know it in your heart. As long as I 

meet the people of 

Chapter 287 Is Your Hobby to Hit People? 



Luna was secretly happy when she saw the shop assistant's change of attitude, "I knew the boss would 

arrange it, but is that card that useful?" 

Arya smiled and did not say anything. 

The shop assistant warmly invited them to the VIP area. The staff said, "Please rest for a while. I will go 

and look for Teacher Luca. Since this card is our shop's black and gold card, our top stylist Teacher Luca 

will serve you." 

So this card is so powerful! 

Arya looked at the time. There were still a few hours before the banquet started. After she finished her 

styling, she went back to change into her dress. There was still time. 

Even though they were sitting in the VIP area, they could still hear the discussions of the people outside. 

"That's Arya, right? She's so cocky after signing the new company. It's really exaggerated to use a gold 

black card to make clothes." 

"Oh my god. I saw Melissa go in more than ten minutes ago. It would be interesting if they ran into each 

other." 

"Will the two of them just pull their hair and start fighting?" 

Arya pretended not to hear these words but she remembered one thing. Melissa was also here. This 

might be the reason why Allen wanted her to come here at this time to do her hair. 

The shop assistant came back very quickly and said apologetically to Arya, "I'm sorry. Teacher Luca is 

doing makeup for the guest. If you are in a hurry, we will coordinate to let the guest wait first." 

After all, Arya had the most VIP gold black card in her hand. 

"If you can wait a moment, it will take about two hours." 

Arya thought about it and asked, "Who is his guest now?" 

"It is Miss Melissa.” 

"Then please come over first. I am in a hurry." When Arya heard the three words Melissa, she 

immediately opened her mouth to snatch the stylist. 

immediately clapped her hands and said, "That's great. We 

just asking for the customer's name. I wanted her to come over first because I was indeed 

not? Otherwise, wouldn't this card be in 

that the card was given by Allen and was specially arranged to come at this time. 

clearly wanted Arya to have 

his 

room. Coincidentally, Melissa walked out with her assistant. This was 



at each other with a fierce gaze. They wished they could turn their eyes into knives and stab each other's 

"It's you..." 

from this side, they surrounded her and 

junior and it is my duty to be modest." Melissa said matter-of-factly. She arrogantly turned 

this stylist. She did not know what kind of gold black card 

the one who snatched the person from her! She actually asked her to give up her seat and wait at the 

side? Melissa could not 

entered the Dahua and her status in the entertainment circle was not as high as Melissa's. When 

everyone thought that Arya 

mouth, "Sorry, I'm 

surroundings were silent. How could Arya be 

standing opposite her 

female actress in 

entertainment circle, not many people dared 

past and she stepped 

slap, everyone was 

and looked at Arya 

her hand at this time and gently rubbed it. She 

hit Melissa in 

Oh my god, she... 

was directly grabbed by 

"Arya!" 

Chapter 288 A Person Who Loves His Wife Very Much 

As soon as she closed the door, Luna excitedly clapped her hands and shouted, "Nice!" 

Thinking of Melissa's shameful appearance just now, she finally let out a sigh of relief in her heart. 

Arya quietly sat on the chair and made a pose. She said to Luna, "Alright, stop smiling. Come over and 

help." 

"Arya, now I am looking forward to tonight's banquet even more! It must be very exciting!" 

Arya looked at Luna in the mirror and blinked, "Aren't you afraid that she will find trouble and hit you?" 

"Will I be afraid of her? I also have a boyfriend now!" 



Luna smiled and took out her phone to show Arya. It was a photo of her and Martin. 

"You look even more beautiful after you have love." 

Luna pouted and looked down at her waist and sighed, "I will definitely start eating nutritious food with 

you next week to lose weight. Recently Martin has been taking me out to eat delicious food. I feel that 

my weight has increased again." 

"In this world, no female star is more perverted than you. How can you be full just by eating those 

things?" Luna sighed, "Let's not talk about this anymore. I will go downstairs to see if Martin has brought 

the dress. I really look forward to seeing you wearing that dress." 

"Do you want to see my dress or Martin?" 

Luna made a face. After going downstairs to get the dress, she took it to the dressing room. She opened 

the exquisite gray-pink gift box and saw the high-order dress inside. She exclaimed in surprise. 

Then she went online and checked the price of the dress. There was no exact number, but the number 

of zeros on the estimated price made Luna fall on the sofa. 

"Arya, this dress is a custom-made dress from Ellie Quinn worldwide. There is only one in the world..." 

Luna did not dare to touch it anymore and carefully put down the dress. The button on the dress was 

worth a lot. 

card inside, "Gift: Beloved 

Did the boss 

was about to suffocate from fear. In his wife’s love, the boss had already reached to this level? In the 

future, the 

sponsored by the brands. They were worn for the endorsement of the brands. Even the 

breath 

finished her makeup for the night. 

sleeves gauze. The bottom of the dress was a deep blue night sky. The layers of gauze were decorated 

with water diamonds that shone like stars 

too beautiful..." Luna sighed and said, "Quickly put it on and 

dress, the pressure 

also liked it very much, but if she really were to wear it, she felt that it should not be this 

"Wife, that dress will be worn on special occasions in the future. Tonight, I will have to make you 

gentle smile and let Luna put the dress properly before picking up 

called, "Did you 

both." Arya smiled and 



already seen the dress, Allen felt happy. He believed she would understand why he specially prepared 

two sets of clothes. "I just finished the meeting. Tonight, I asked 

seemed like he had already planned 

stood on Melissa's side. He wanted Arya to be his special assistant and always stood by his 

the dress properly. See you 

that she hung up the phone and sighed. She picked up the business suit and said, "Bring that dress over 

and not wear it. Wear this? What kind of mystery are you two 

was a white and blue business 

asked her to be a special assistant, which 

slightly red. Her eyes 

way he addressed her, especially 

not know what they were planning to do. She only knew that if Arya really appeared like this, Melissa 

would definitely laugh at 

boss going to 

as she finished ironing her clothes, Martin called 

Arya has finished putting on 

Chapter 289 Wear the Wedding Ring With Me 

Luna calmed down when she heard Martin's words. She slowed down her voice and said, "Alright, I'll go 

out and find you soon." 

"After dinner, go back to my house..." 

"Got it." Luna blushed and hung up the phone. 

Arya was at the side trying the business dress. Seeing Luna not knowing whether to laugh or cry, she 

said, "Quickly go over. Don't let Martin wait." 

Arya's figure was good and her skin was white. No matter what clothes she wore, she looked very good. 

It was just that Luna looked at her and asked doubtfully, "Do you really want to wear this?" 

"Yes, I like it very much." Arya smiled. 

"Then let's follow the original plan and send you to the Dahua." Luna quickly put away the other things, 

"Let's go." 

Allen did not tell Arya to come out in another way, which meant that she would wear this business dress 

to show her face. At that time Melissa would probably laugh at her wildly. Arya really wanted to see her 

disappointed and frustrated look after being arrogant. 



After Melissa was beaten up by Arya, she really could not swallow this anger. From the moment she was 

born until now, who dared to treat her like this! Just as she got into the car, she slapped Zelda twice, 

"Don't you know to stop her?" 

Zelda covered her face and lowered her head. This was not the first time Melissa hit her. After filming 

was not smooth or drinking too much, Melissa always used various methods to humiliate her. Zelda 

suppressed the anger and hatred in her heart and raised her head to ask, "What do we do now?" 

There were only a few hours left before the banquet. Melissa's pose was easy to answer, but if she could 

not calm down, she might fight Arya face to face at the banquet... 

"Call Allen and tell him about this. Ask him to bring Arya over to apologize to me!" 

"Why would Director Jones pick up a phone call from a small character like me?" Zelda said with a bitter 

smile. 

Melissa looked at her and felt that it made sense. Even if Allen picked up Zelda's phone, it was not 

reliable. It was better for her to make the call herself. 

"President, Melissa is looking for you. Do you want to pick up?" Raul asked. He happened to receive this 

call in the secretarial room. 

thought about it and 

she felt very happy. 

Allen's voice was very 

to do my styling this afternoon. I 

"Just this?" 

and be more lenient to the people in 

felt that Melissa's IQ was not on the 

heart tightened. Allen's 

Arya and came to complain to Allen. But Serena was 

Allen's reply, she became even angrier. She threw her phone to the side and shouted 

dog. At this moment, she was looking forward to Arya being able to suppress Melissa's limelight. Only 

... 

of the Golden Phoenix Award. Arya did not go to the Dahua directly but went 

really hit 

circle, this kind of thing 

she opened her mouth, she forced me to hit her." Arya sat beside Serena’s 



on the side, "She just did something and called Director Jones's office to complain. In the end, Director 

Jones 

looked at each other. This was 

everywhere on the Internet. You must be careful 

I will take good care of myself. Furthermore, Allen will 

important thing for you right now is to take good 

happy for her, but she always had a feeling. 

maintained a gentleman's gesture and distance." Serena raised her head and looked at the 

There was no joy or anger on 

had noticed it 

Chapter 290 Arya Had Arrived! 

Allen went to the award ceremony first and took a detour to pick her up. It was almost twenty minutes 

late than they expected. 

"It has already started, but I am the president of Dahua. Can't I have some privileges?" 

This night belonged to Dahua. 

The lights were bright and the music lingered in the hotel lobby. The stars were dressed in bright and 

beautiful clothing. They were communicating with each other about the recent trends, and they would 

also talk about the new schedule and work plans. However, most of the gossip in the industry would 

naturally gather the male and female stars alone. After all, there were too few opportunities for public 

gatherings like this. 

The reason why they were so relaxed was because the president of Dahua Group, Allen Jones, had not 

appeared yet. 

Recently, there had been a lot of rumors in the company due to Arya and Melissa's matter. Everyone 

had their own opinions. 

"I really don't know what will happen in a while. I didn't seem very happy when I saw Melissa just now." 

"What does it have to do with us whether Melissa is happy or not? Although Arya is a new artiste who 

just entered the company, I think that she will win better than Melissa. Think about it, have Melissa 

come back to the company these two years? Her heart is no longer in the Dahua." 

"That's right. Did you guys hear? A while ago Serena was beaten up by someone and she has been 

recuperating. She can't even attend tonight's dinner... The mastermind is Melissa!" 

"Oh my god, so scary?" 

The female stars were concerned about who could stand in the company. On the other side, the male 

stars were discussing Arya and Melissa's appearance. 



"One is sexy and hot, and the other is noble and cold. Which one do you guys choose?" 

"What's the use of us choosing? We want Director Jones to choose!" 

"I think Director Jones will choose Melissa. After all, she is an old man in the company. If we don't 

choose her, Melissa and the Skywings will deal with the company..." 

Jones is not someone who will be threatened 

sharp words to attack them. Internal 

"Melissa is here!" 

everyone looked 

that covered her chest, revealing her white shoulders and sexy collarbones. The entire dress design 

accentuated her sexy and hot figure. There was a small design on her calves which just happened to 

reveal the limited number of high heels she was wearing 

so famous was because she knew how to make use of her advantage. 

saw Melissa, they could not shift 

She was not surprised to see the expression she wanted to see. She was very satisfied with the looks of 

these people. She wanted everyone to know that she was the person that Dahua should support the 

she had already obtained a definite 

But... where is Arya? 

did not see Arya's shadow. Could it be that she 

awards at such a young age. In front of anyone, she would raise her chin and did not 

go over 

her body is indeed 

is Arya's manager. He should 

Director Jones always attended as the president tonight. Doesn't that prove that Arya is not 

that right? He has already decided to stand on Melissa's side. That is why Arya is not present for 

a strong enemy like Melissa, even if Arya runs away tonight, it would not be considered 

definitely not 

series of programs, the banquet was already halfway through. Many of the Dahua's artistes went on 

stage to perform to liven things up. Melissa had always been sitting in the 

when the music stopped in the middle, she said neither lightly nor heavily, 

very cleverly 



intention. 

at the hotel lobby lit up. The people 

chosen to attend as the CEO of the Dahua. This time, 


